
Progetto Rifiutiamoci 

Starting point 
The title of the poster is Rifiutiamoci, (This word is a play on words, but in English it can be translated 
as Let's Refuse) and the reference track is number 8 which is about global climate change, 
environmental protection, and sustainability.  
 
Like many other Italian universities, the university of Urbino Carlo Bo is also actively working to 
combat climate change. One of the many initiatives undertaken by the university concerns proper 
waste disposal. The project entrusted to the capable hands of the Urbino ISIA Institute involves the 
installation of containers for the separate collection of waste at university facilities.  The 
"Rifiutiamoci" project starts from the need for an appropriate communication campaign to better 
support the initiative launched by the university.  
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Purposes and objectives 
The main objective our project focuses on covers several points. First and foremost is raising 
awareness about a subject whose importance is very often underestimated, namely waste separation. 
The primary objective, in fact, is to be able to inform and educate our target audience about what 
could be the serious damage of improper waste disposal on the environment in which we live. Another 
key aspect of the communication campaign concerns the discouragement of single-use materials.  
 
Target Group  
The main audiences we intend to target with our initiative are students, administrative staff and 
professors. Them in the first place because we think that a strong message against climate change 
should start from an important institution like the university, especially for a city like Urbino; in such 
a way that it will also affect citizens later on.  
 
Focus 
One of the main problems that arose during our research concerned communication that in our opinion 
was not adequate for the initiative; consequently, it is mainly here that we tried to intervene with our 
project, trying to make the most of the important initiative undertaken by the university by 
communicating it to the target audiences in the best possible way. From a practical point of view, we 
first propose a modification to the bins used for waste collection by making them more visible and 
assigning to each bin the reference color used by the municipality to indicate a certain type of waste. 
(Figure 1-2) 
 



 
Figure 1 Before 

 
Figure 2 After 

 
 
 
Several posters will be affixed above the various containers, each representing one of Urbino's 
illustrious figures; the theme of each poster will relate to the type of waste to which it refers. QR 
codes will be inserted inside each poster that will link to an information page that will aim to raise 
awareness and inform about the damage that waste causes to the environment. The approach with 
which we created these pages is inspired by shockvertising, which is the use of intentionally strong 
images that represent a reality that we often do not think enough about. (Figure 3-4) 



 
Figure 3 Various posters representing various types of waste 

 

 
Figure 4 Landing Pages Qr Code 

 
The Project also includes writing an editorial plan to effectively communicate university initiatives. 
Initially, we planned and created content for the duration of 4 weeks with an average cadence of 3 
posts per week on the university's official social media pages. The editorial plan includes formats 
such as "Did you know..." which aims to inform and raise awareness about the topic. There are also 
a series of posts in which several initiatives such as a challenge and a call-to-action are promoted that 
will promote engagement among target audiences. (Figure 5)  



 
Figure 5 Social Media Plan 

 
 
Challenge  
With the “Rifiutiamoci” project, the University of Urbino is launching a challenge on Instagram with 
the aim of incentivizing student engagement for the future of the environment.  
The challenge is planned in both outdoor (outdoors to participate) and indoor (via social to vote) 
modes. This will be held on April 22, 2023, World Earth Day, students divided into groups will 
participate in a competition, aimed at collecting single-use plastic around the streets of Urbino. The 
route will end in the setting of the Albornoz Fortress, where each group will have to use the collected 
material to create an artistic work that will be displayed in the University. The winning team will be 
chosen by the students themselves on Instagram. The creations will be posted on the Instagram stories 
of the official @uniurbit page and, through a poll, the most voted will win a €50 voucher to be 
redeemed by merchants who have already joined the Worth One Minute (WOM) initiative. 
 
 
Call to action 
We also came up with a call to action launched by the University of Urbino Carlo Bo with the 
#Rifutiamoci project. 
In the editorial plan, there is a reel dedicated to raising student awareness with a call to action to get 
closer to environmental issues. With this call to action, students are also invited to do the same by 
posting an environmentally themed content, the best one will win WOMs to be used in institutions 
affiliated with the university and will be shared again in the university's Instagram stories. 
 
 



Results/Evaluations  
To evaluate the effectiveness of the communication campaign, different types of verification will be 
carried out both online and offline by evaluating the level of engagement on social networks sites (via 
interactions), verification of the number of users scanning the various QR codes (via log-files, 
cookies), and overall adherences to the challenge and call to action. 
Evaluation questionnaires will also be administered periodically where users will be invited to 
recommend ways to improve the waste disposal service or any inefficiencies. The key to everything 
will be continuous monitoring through feedback from students, administrative staff and professors. 
 
Conclusions  
As mentioned earlier, the main focus of the project is to raise awareness, educate and perhaps in the 
long term succeed in changing certain habits that are potentially harmful to the environment in which 
we live. Climate change unfortunately turns out to be an increasingly tangible emergency and it is 
our duty to try to intervene to the best of our possibilities to give a future to the generations that will 
come after us. That is why we try to make the community aware and bring them as close as possible 
to this issue, trying to immerse them in this reality that years of reckless pollution have made 
concrete.  
 

Useful links  
Canva presentation links:  

- https://www.canva.com/design/DAFTIxhqwdo/ggNUak_Nu9Qv9Ua2Nyu4rA/edit 
 
Various QR code links:  

- https://sites.google.com/view/uniurbsostenibileumido/home-page Organic. 
- https://sites.google.com/view/rifiutiamouniurb/home-page Cigarettes. 
- https://sites.google.com/view/riciclovetro/home-page Glass. 
- https://sites.google.com/view/lattinericiclo/home-page Cans. 
- https://sites.google.com/view/rifiutiamociuniurb/home-page Paper. 
- https://sites.google.com/view/rifiutiamoplasticauniurb/home-page Plastic. 
- https://sites.google.com/view/indifferenziatauniurb/home-page Undifferentiated. 

 
Social media plan: 

- https://trello.com/b/tGWW1IVM/rifiutiamoci  
 


